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Goals
1. Improve student group work experiences by 

A. Exploring general attitudes toward cooperative 
learning, feelings of self efficacy, and attitudes toward 
group mates

B. Implementing a trial run of a “project management” 
styled set of group roles

2. Introduce and reinforce technical skills through an invasive 
species identification, mapping, and management project

The Course

• Introductory course for new freshmen and transfer 
students in the Environmental Science program

• Three 1-hour lecture meetings (48 students), 2, 2-hour 
lab meetings (24 students)

The Project

Interventions and Data Collection

Results and Insights

Future Directions

“Campus invasive species map and 
management strategy”

How confident are you that you will be successful in this course?

How confident are you that you would be successful in an ecology course?

How confident are you that you will be successful in another biology course?

Self Efficacy

• Use “walk and talk” outdoor lectures, 
keying, and apps to find and identify 
populations of invasive species on 
campus (course curriculum 
objective). 

• Map them using a smart phone and 
Avenza app (professional skill 
building for use in later classes and 
internships)

• Export and practice map making with 
Google Earth Pro (intro prior to taking 
GIS classes)

• Continue building a larger “campus 
flora” (personal project)

Construct step by step tutorials for Avenza and iNaturalist

Project overview handout

Student final product 
for parts 1 and 2

• Dedicated group role assignments and discussions (adapted from Barkely 2014)
• Message board posts for each project segment
• SAGE questionnaire (Gaudet et al. 2010), Student Self-efficacy tool (Baldwin et al 1999), 

Group and Self-Assessment Tool (Lejk and Wyvil 2001)

Group roles adapted from Barkely 2014. 
Students adopted a new set of group 
roles for each section of the project
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Group and Self-Assessment tool. 
Students completed this on 
paper after each segment of the 
project.

• Refinement of group roles to better align with professional outcomes in the class
• Student comments that roles don’t feel “real” as they relate to the project

• Continue data analysis of larger SAGE questionnaire
• Question types (workload in groups, learning that happens in groups, feelings toward group mates)

• Complete review of qualitative feedback on self and group assessment questionnaire
• DEI issues in group work: Are group experiences promoting equity through their organization?

Use discussion boards and short “huddles” to talk about and 
clarify group roles at each step of the larger project

Student Attitudes toward Group 
Experiences (SAGE) questionnaire was 
implemented as a canvas survey quiz. It 
is a 56 question survey. Students were 
given credit for completing the survey (5 
points). Students completed the 
instrument after each of the three 
sections of the project. 

A subset of efficacy questions showed that students  
generally believe in their abilities to be successful in 
other science classes in the program, but further 
investigation and a deep dive into the data is 
warranted

Group Experiences
Survey Question: “I learn more information when I work with other students”

After making the map

Prior to the project

After data collection

Student attitudes toward group work related to learning changed in both positive and negative ways. This is 
one question from the 56-question survey that I was interested in as it reflects student attitudes toward the 
benefits of group learning.

Curriculum spot and course organization
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